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The Men’s Health Big Book of Exercises is the essential workout guide for anyone who wants a
better body. As the most comprehensive collection of exercises ever created, this book is a body-
shaping power tool for both beginners and longtime lifters alike. From start to finish, this 480-
page muscle manual bulges with hundreds of useful tips, the latest findings in exercise science,
and cutting-edge workouts from the world's top trainers. Inside The Men's Health Big Book of
Exercises you'll find 619 exercises expertly demonstrated with color photographs, with dozens of
movements for every muscle in your body, including:* More than 100 core exercises! You'll never
run out of ways to sculpt your six-pack.* 74 biceps, triceps, and forearm exercises: Build your
arms faster than ever before.* 64 chest exercises, and featuring dozens of variations of the
pushup and bench press.* 103 back exercises, so you can carve a v-shaped torso.* 40 shoulder
exercises, for a tank-top worthy torso.* 99 quadriceps and calves exercises, to help you jump
higher and run faster.* 62 glutes and hamstrings exercises, for a more powerful, athletic
body.From cover to cover, you'll quickly see that there's a training plan for every fitness goal—
whether you want to shrink your hip, find your abs, or shape your arms. Highlights include:* The
World's Greatest 4-Week Diet and Exercise PlanLose 10 pounds of pure fat in 30 days! This
scientifically proven plan, based on research from the University of Connecticut, shows what's
truly possible when you combine the right kind of diet with the right kind of exercise. You'll build
muscle and lose fat faster than ever. * 64 Ways to Add Inches to Your ArmsYou'll learn how to
mix-and-match the 12 best biceps exercises to create scores of sleeve-busting routines. The
upshot: You'll never get stuck in a muscle-building rut again! * The Get Back In Shape (Fast!)
GuideIf you've never even picked up a weight, you'll want to try this plan from Joe Dowdell,
C.S.C.S. Joe makes his living training celebrities, cover models, and professional athletes, such
as NBA stars Troy Murphy and Mike Dunleavy. And the strategies he uses when designing
workouts for his high-profile clientele are the same ones he employs to help you burn fat, build
muscle, and get back in shape. * The Ultimate Fat Loss PlanYou might call this the six-pack
workout. That's because it's designed to help you finally finish off the flab that's hiding your abs.
Created by Bill Hartman, P.T., C.S.C.S., a top fitness advisor to Men's Health, it's based entirely
on the new science of fat loss. From the sets to the reps to the rest, every part of this workout is
designed to optimize your body's ability to burn away belly-fat.And: * Boost Your Bench Press by
50 Pounds in 8 WeeksWorld-class powerlifter Dave Tate shares the strategies that helped him
lift a personal best of 610 pounds* Triple Your Chinups in 6 WeeksUse this simple routine that to
master one of the world's greatest muscle-building exercises * Add 4 to 10 inches to Your
Vertical LeapThis high-flying plan from strength coach Kelly Baggett will have you jumping out of
the gym in no time* The Beach Ready Body WorkoutGet-strong to get-big—this 8-week plan
shows you how* The Wedding WorkoutLook great—just in time for the big day (and your
honeymoon!) * The Best Sports WorkoutTrain like an athlete, look like an athlete * The Scrawny
to Brawny WorkoutPack on muscle fast: your 4-week plan* The Best Workouts for a Crowded



GymSculpt a lean, fit body—no waiting! * The Best Bodyweight WorkoutsTake your workout
anywhere with these no-weight routines* The 10 Best 15-Minute WorkoutsBust stress, blast fat,
and build muscle in almost no time * The 7-Minute Back-Saving WorkoutEnd low-back pain for
good! Plus:Every page of The Men’s Health Big Book of Exercises is filled with the fitness and
nutrition tips and tricks you need to sculpt the body you want. Throughout the book, you'll
discover: * The secret to burning 40 percent more fat.* The 18 muscle mistakes you should
never make* The best stretch for every muscle* The fastest cardio workout of all-time (just 4
minutes!)* The best exercises you've never done* The 8 healthiest foods you aren't eating* The
4 surprising foods that build muscle* The 25 super snacks that keep you lean* The 5 biggest
nutrition myths, busted* The truth about saturated fat* The perfect foods to fuel your workouts*
The complete guide to protein powders* The 20 ways lifting weights helps you look great, stay
healthy, and live longer

About the AuthorADAM CAMPBELL, is the fitness director for Men's Health and a National
Magazine Award-winning writer. He holds a master's degree in exercise physiology and is a
NSCA-certified strength and conditioning coach. Campbell has appeared on Good Morning
America, The Early Show, and VH-1.
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Terry L., “Men’s Health Big Book of exercises. This book is vary well written. It is loaded with
exercises to help build a better body. The book is a great addition to my collection of exercise
books Written by Men’s Health.”

Joseph F Marcy, “Nice book, cheap vendor. The book is well illustrated with good conditioning
advice. However, because the paperback book was not protected in plastic it’s cover was
creased and damaged in the large shipping box. Probably better to spend extra and buy the
hard cover.”

Nicholas B., “EXCELLENT BUY! Massive book, great photos and explanations, TONS of
variations, great workouts, and an easy-to-use index!. Great book! If you are looking to vary your
workouts and exercises or hit a plateau, this is definitely the workout book for you! When you get
this in the mail, yo will also be surprised how thick this book is--the spine is two fingers thick and
it is 551 pages of color photos.PHOTOS AND EXPLANATIONS OF EXERCISESLots of
workouts with easy to understand photos AND explanations. Relies on both photos and
description to explain what you need to feel as you do the movement/exercise. This is very
helpful because it explains where you need to squeeze or pull to help exercise the muscle
properly. There is an index in the back to help fine the exercise or muscles you are looking for
too!HELPFUL INFORMATION AND VARIATIONSThe book also provides tidbits on the side
which are helpful, such as building muscle by doing certain variations. For example, there are
25 variations and combinations for biceps which you can do for a simple dumbbell curl to work
different portions of your biceps! You can use them all to get a fuller shape, which is great to
work into a rotation.MUSCLE DIAGRAMSAdditionally, there are muscle diagrams which help
you both learn about the muscles you are work. But it also helps you identify what you want to
build. If you do not know what muscle it is that you want to grow bigger or stronger, you can go
to the muscle diagrams at the front of the chapter to get the name (which is clearly pointed out
and explains what it does and what movements target it). Then you can go into the chapter and
look for the exercise which works that muscle. For example, ever wonder what that muscle is at
the bottom of your biceps that connects to your forearm area? How to work that? It is called the
brachioradialis, and you can now go into the chapter and look for exercises that target it!
THOROUGH BODYWEIGHT EXERCISESIf you are in an apartment or don't have time to get to
a gym some days, there are great bodyweight exercises. This section is thorough and can be
done at home, in the office at lunch, or while away on vacation. Most use minimal furniture too,
so you can really do most of the exercises with nothing but you and a floor.WORKOUT
ROUTINESNot only does this book have just workouts, but it also has some great workout
routines for different goals. There are routines are generally broken down for strength building,
endurance, and fat-burning. There are also routines to do at home with minimal equipment,



such as just dumbbells, which will really challenge you and make a difference such as spartacus
or the wheel. Many of the workouts also explain how you can vary them too to make them easier
or harder.NUTRITION AND MEALSThere is also a section about nutrition and healthier eating
for your hard workouts. This is also helpful and gives meal plans, but I wouldn't say it is anything
you could not find online. If you are an absolutely beginner and don't know where to look, this
will certainly help!”

Gym instructor, “Exactly what it claims in the title!. This book is an excellent compendium of
exercises....300 pages of general exercises for all the different muscle groups, plus a small
section on 'Total Body' exercises, 60+ pages of 'Fat Loss' exercises, 20 pages of 'Warm-up'
exercises, 70+ pages of workouts, finishing with a short chapter on nutritionThe only reason I
didn't give it 5 stars is the lack of explanation or justification for many of the variations. A brief
comment along the lines of...'this variation particularly stresses the long head' would have been
helpful - a minor quibble perhaps.An excellent supplement to, or alternative to, this text is
'Muscle Exercises Encyclopaedia' by Oscar Moran”

David Curran, “It's OK but a bit pricey for what it is.. There are better books on the subject out
there but as a general reference guide this comes in as nearly perfect. The book talks about
nutrition without actually talking about nutrition - just lots of rambling around the subject and no
real specifics (my own general knowledge is better).Not a book for a serious builder or athlete
but for the common "got to get myself fitter" type this book will suffice adequately. Clear pictures
and descriptions with regressions and advance moves also so nobody will need to get bored
with their workout. Excellent for the frequent gym user who isn't willing to pay for personal
training but I will use this as a reference to my personal training as there is always a need to
push oneself harder to get fitter. Some very useful little known facts but useful for motivation
only.If you have a general understanding of fitness this book "might" be a good guide but you
probably already know the contents so it is only a reference guide.There are better books on the
market for fitness.”

R & S, “Invaluable guide. Really impressed with this book. Loads of great advice, suggested
workouts and hundreds of exercises to choose from. Loads of equipment free options as well as
options for those people who only have a set of dumbbells. It also has plenty of dietary advice as
well.”

Joe Daly, “Tonnes of information. This book was great, so many exercises to choose from, both
body weight and weighted. It also has a really helpful section to show the easiest variation of an
exercise and how to progress through the variants to the most advanced techniques.As a
personal trainer I occasionally hit a “writers block” on exercises and a quick flick through this
book is enough to get that spark back.”



The book by Adam Campbell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,014 people have provided feedback.
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